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Benefits

Trimble Protected Plus+ Plans

 ► Gets you back up and running quickly 
during critical planting or harvesting 
season

 ► Minimizes your downtime to increase 
your overall efficiency

 ► Protects your assets against wear 
and tear, environmental damage, and 
electrical surges from Trimble power 
supplies

 ► Helps you avoid those unexpected and 
unbudgeted repair costs which could 
bring your work to a halt in the field

 ► Helps you maintain fixed and scalable 
expenditures

 ► The protection plan price is lower than 
the average repair cost!

 ► A plan could add valuable dollars to the 
final sale if you should ever decide to 
sell your equipment; plans come with 
transferable ownership   (plan follows 
serial number). This gives your potential 
buyer worry-free use of the equipment  
after they make the purchase 

FOR AGRICULTURE

You already made a great decision when 
you purchased Trimble equipment so 
your grower business can be more 
productive. Protect that investment 
with a Trimble Protected Plus+ 
Protection Plan.

You’re a busy person with many responsibilities. 
Whether you have 1000 acres to plow or a small 
local farm, you can’t afford to have downtime 
during the critical planting or harvesting season. 
Any delay puts you behind schedule. Even the 
smallest pause in performance impacts your 
ability to get everything done in that narrow 
window. Your business is your livelihood and 
so is of critical importance to you, your family, 
your employees and their families. A Trimble 
Protected Plus+ protection plan helps you 
control your costs, minimize your downtime 
and increase your productivity so that you can 
concentrate on the task-at-hand rather than the 
unexpected. The unexpected may happen, but it 
doesn’t have to throw you off your schedule.

Equipment protection plans provide additional 
protection that shields you from risk and 
stress. A protection plan is a valuable asset 
management tool because it helps fix your 
costs for covered repairs over a period of time. 

A Trimble Protected Plus+ plan is available for: 

 ► Grade Control System (GCS) coverage
 ► Display-Modem-Steering bundle coverage
 ► WeedSeeker® and GreenSeeker® system 

coverage
 ► Field-IQTM system coverage  

NEW ADDITIONAL PRODUCT 
COVERAGE
These additional products have been added as 
covered items in this new plan:

 ► AG25, AG15, GA530, Zephyr Antenna

 ► Field-IQ

 ► WeedSeeker & GreenSeeker

 ► AG-372

 ► TDL 450, SNB900, AG-815

 ► AG401, GL6XX, GL7XX

 ► CB40, CB60, CB415, CB460

 ► LR20, LR40, LR50, LR60, LR410

 ► SR300

 ► Irrigate-IQ

 ► Display, Modem/Radio, Steering Bundles

 ► AG Water Management Bundles

 ► GCS Systems

A Grower’s Investment Protection Solution
If your equipment isn’t on a protection plan you can add it with our 
reinstatement option. Call us today for details!
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WHY A PROTECTION PLAN MAKES WORK  
AND LIFE EASIER

 ► Plans are backed by Trimble’s quality parts and Authorized Distributor quality 
repair service; a value you can trust

 ► You can prorate your plans to update all your equipment on an annual 
expiration date which lets you make one payment instead of many - prevents 
you from having to remember to make a payment

 ► When you’re equipment is protected, your Distributor can focus on providing 
additional valuable services like training, priority service, and more to help you 
go the extra mile in the field

 ► When you make an investment in equipment for your business, a protection 
plan helps you avoid headaches if the unexpected happens

 ► A Trimble Protected Plus+ protection plan helps maintain fixed, scalable 
maintenance expenditures

SEE WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS SAY
“You shouldn’t be in Precision Farming these days without Protection Plans on 
your equipment. The Farming community is historically used to ‘insurance’ but 
not these types of Protection Plans; they give additional value that really adds up! 
Protection Plans pay for itself if one breakdown happens to you in the field!”     
                                                                                                    -  Warren Schneckenburger,  
                                                                            3rd Generation Family Farm Owner & Farmer 

TERMS & CONDITIONS* 
 ► Wear and tear includes damage from repetitive use resulting in equipment that 

does not function to specification

 ► Environmental damage includes dust, heat, humidity, and salt air when used in 
accordance with intended equipment specifications

 ► Surge protection includes damage due to a surge in Trimble manufactured 
power supplies. Damage from incorrect installation, welding, or surges caused 
by a non-Trimble power supply are not covered

 ► Accidental damage, as well as cosmetic damage that does not affect product 
funtionality is not covered

 ► There is no lightning protection

 ► Cables and others accessories are not included

* See your Trimble Distribution Partner to obtain a complete listing of Terms & Conditions, or visit  
   http://www.trimble.com/TrimbleProtected/Protection_Plans_Overview page
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